tones. Friedel was wearing a dress of the same copper-
red as Helene's. They had made the dresses together and
had embroidered borders after Friedel's design and they
looked like day and night—like two sisters, one fair and
dainty, the other Bark and sturdy.
They were all young and in -the bloom of life. In
Helene Willfiier particularly there sparkled a zest, a
happiness that almost hurt. It seemed to her as though
she could not meet the demands made by Life, as though
she must expand, must feel more intensely, must experi-
ence a still deeper enjoyment. Her eyes danced—nothing
escaped them. She saw the hawk above and felt his
swaying poise and watchfulness, and also she felt the
showering fall of drops that fell from the oars, the cheer-
ful noise as they cut the water, the gentle green flow of
the ripples, the damp scent of the water's surface, and a
brimstone butterfly dancing over his reflection, drunk
with the sun and the southern breeze. She felt all this so
deeply that she had to press her hands tightly together;
and over and above it all she felt a secret, warm and
tender pleasure in Rainer's pale brown skin with its
youthful muscles playing beneath it. All of this combined
made her suddenly cry, " Children! I don't believe
we have the slightest idea how lucky we are. Really, we
ought to shout. We ought—oh! I don't know what we
ought to do. We ought to be able to fly into a thousand
E
ieces and feel separately in each single piece—that's
owl feel."
Rainer looked at her with a smile. You strong
creature I he thought He, too, was happy. He settled
down more to his oars as though he must show his own
strength, Friedel Mannsfeldt in the second boat de-
manded a waterfall, a high, gigantic waterfall in three
cascades with a rainbow above made of colours that never
were. Marx promised to procure both waterfall and rain-

